Chapter IV

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have seen in the previous chapter that Pecola experiences inferiority feeling. From all bad treatment from people surrounding makes her became suffering as a victim. All the people insult, despised, and blame her as a black girl. She cannot do anything when people hurt her heart.

Besides, there are some causes and effect of inferiority. The first cause is the bad treatment from Pecola’s family. Here, Pecola never gets affection, protect and care from her family. The second cause is the bad treatment from her peers. So, the effect of the Pecola’s inferiority is the tendency of Pecola to obsess the blue eyes and lack of her confident. It is reflected on her mindset. She tends to talk with her imaginary since she feels alone.

Besides, she also tends to imitate her white idol. She feels happy when she can see the image of her idol as if the beauty’s idol will move to her body. Even, she believes can get the blue eyes from Soaphead Church who lies to her. She allowed Soaphead’s demand because she really wants to get the blue eye. If she has the blue eyes, she will look beautiful, and the people treatment’s people also will different. She will get love, care and support. Even, people will trust and recognize her existence in society. But the last result is different with her thinking. When her baby
is born, she does not get the blue eyes because her baby dies. Since then, she realizes that Soaphead has lied to her. She cannot accept this reality and lead her into insanity.

After analyze the process of Pecola’s inferiority in novel *The Bluest Eye* by Toni Morrison, the writer concludes that the last result of Pecola’s inferiority is tragic life. It is caused by some problem come to her. The beauty standard of society oppresses her thinking to get blue eyes. From the experience of Pecola, it can be seen that the inferiority feeling is the bad treatment from her family and peers.